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Social media platforms like Facebook have become increasingly popular for serving targeted ads to their users.
This has led to increased privacy concerns due to the lack of transparency regarding how ads are matched
against each user profile. Facebook infers user interests through their activities and targets ads based on those
interests. Although Facebook provides explanations for why a particular interest is inferred about a user, there
is still a gap in understanding what activities lead to interest inferences and the extent to which the sentiment
or context of activities is considered in inferring interests.

To obtain insights into how Facebook generates interests from a user’s Facebook activities, we performed
controlled experiments by creating new accounts and systematically executing numerous planned activities.
This enabled us to make causal inferences about activities that lead to generating specific interests, many
of which were not representative of actual user preferences. We also evaluated which activities resulted in
interests and found that very naive activities, such as only viewing/scrolling through a page, lead to an interest
inference. We found 33.22% of the inferred interests were inaccurate or irrelevant. We further evaluated the
interest inference explanations provided by Facebook and found that these explanations were too generalized
and, at times, misleading. To understand if our findings hold for a large and diverse sample, we conducted a
user study where we recruited 146 participants (through Amazon Mechanical Turk) from different regions of
the world to evaluate the accuracy of interests inferred by Facebook. We developed a browser extension to
extract data from their own Facebook accounts and ask questions based on such data. Our participants reported
a similar range (29%) of inaccuracy as observed in our controlled experiments. We also found that most of our
participants were unaware of the availability of Facebook’s ad preference manager, interest inference process,
and even interest explanations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Online advertising has become a significant source of revenue for many social media platforms.
For instance, Facebook generates nearly 98.5% of its revenue by displaying ads on its users’ home-
page [33]. These ads are targeted based on interest profiles that Facebook creates for each user [9].
Given Facebook’s extremely large user base of approximately 2.6 billion active users [22] (along with
854.5 million active Instagram users [23]), targeted ads provide a broader reach for advertisers [28].
Furthermore, over 10 million advertisers utilize Facebook’s targeted advertising platform [10],
many of which are small and medium-sized businesses that are directly dependent on advertising.
However, behavioral-based targeted advertising raises many privacy concerns. Several studies have
found that users are uncomfortable with pervasive tracking and are concerned about the lack of
transparency surrounding these practices [18, 36, 42]. For instance, a study by Pew found that 50%
of Internet users are concerned about the amount of personal information that is publicly available
online [37].
To ease users’ privacy concerns, Facebook provides an Ad Preference Manager (APM) [8] that

allows users to view and edit their interest profiles, as well as obtain an explanation for each
displayed sponsored ad. In recent years, researchers have compared the accuracy of interests
inferred by social media platforms, such as Facebook and Google [20], using data obtained through
platform-specific APMs [8, 11] (also known as ad settings). Venkatadri et al. [45] analyzed the
coverage and accuracy of offline data brokers, including Acxiom and Experian, that posted ads
on Facebook utilizing the łPartner Categoriesž feature. However, Facebook removed the łPartner
Categoriesž option in March 2018 [4] and now serves ads based on interests inferred by Facebook
itself. The details of such inference algorithms, however, remain a black box. The implications of
inferring inaccurate interests on one of the largest social media platforms have both economic
(effectiveness of paid ads) and privacy (inaccurate data sharing across platforms) ramifications.

In this paper, we focus on answering the following research questions:RQ1:How does Facebook

infer user interests? Existing literature has not focused on obtaining insights into how user
interests are captured through their activities on Facebook. We perform controlled experiments,
where we create new Facebook accounts and perform planned activities (e.g., liking and commenting
on posts or pages) to make causal inferences between inferred interests and different online activities.
RQ2: How accurately does Facebook infer interests from user activities? Through controlled
experiments, we determine the extent to which inferred interests relate to our preplanned activities.
To understand if our findings hold for geographically diverse users, we perform a user study where
we recruit participants from different parts of the world through Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk).
The user study utilizes a browser extension to extract relevant data from each participant’s ad
profile and dynamically generates survey questions. RQ3: Does Facebook accurately explain

how inferred interests are derived? We analyze the explanations provided by Facebook’s APM
regarding the interests inferred about users. We use data from both our controlled accounts and
user-study participants to determine the accuracy and effectiveness of explanations.
In summary, we make the following key contributions:

• We conducted controlled experiments by creating new Facebook accounts to uncover how
Facebook infers ad interests for users based on their Facebook activities. We performed different
activities for each new account, such as liking pages or posts, reacting to posts, posting comments,
and scrolling through posts. We further divided these activities into positive and negative
sentiments to discover if the interest inference process accounts for sentiment or context. We
found that Facebook does not take sentiment into account while inferring interests Ð something
that can potentially lead to incorrect inferences. We believe that this is the first attempt to shed
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light on the reasons behind the inaccuracies found in interest profiles for Facebook, as prior
studies have highlighted such inaccuracies, but none have attempted to determine its root cause.

• We performed a user study regarding the accuracy (i.e., relevancy) of Facebook ads and interest
profiles. We recruited 146 participants from the US (52), Europe (45), and India (49) using Amazon
Mechanical Turk. We developed a Chrome browser extension to collect data from participants’
own Facebook accounts and posed questions about the accuracy/relevancy of ads and inferred
interests. We also highlight cross-regional differences.

• We found that the explanations describing why a particular interest was inferred about a user
are vague and at times misleading. We evaluated the accuracy of interest explanations by
performing controlled activities and mapping the inferred interests to an activity performed.
We then compared the provided explanations for every interest with our ground-truth interest
explanations.

• We evaluated participants’ awareness with Facebook advertisements and ad explanations. We
found that 52.7% of the participants were unaware that they could view the reason for every ad
shown on Facebook and that 65.8% of the participants had never visited their interest profile.
Only 38.3% of the participants were satisfied with their experience with Facebook ads. 58.8% of
the participants who were not satisfied with ads were unaware that they could view ad reasons,
suggesting that ad transparency features are not easily noticeable.

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides background information
about Facebook APM and ad publishing dashboard (Ad Manager). Section 3 describes related work.
Section 4 describes our data collection and analysis methodology. Section 5 contains the analysis
about how Facebook infers user interests from activities. Section 6 analyzes the accuracy of the
inferred interests. Section 7 evaluates the completeness of explanations of inferred interests by
Facebook. Section 8 provides some recommendations to improve the transparency of the interest
inference process. Section 9 discusses limitations of our work. We conclude in Section 10.

2 BACKGROUND

Facebook allows users to review their interests through the Ad Preference Manager (APM). The
APM is a dashboard containing information typically utilized for targeted ads (as shown in Figure 1a).
This dashboard enables users to view any interest that Facebook has inferred. The APM contains
the following sections:1

(1) Your Interests: This section includes all of the interests that Facebook has inferred about a
user, divided into different categories. Each interest contains an explanation about why a given
interest has been inferred. The user can also remove wrongly-inferred interests from the list.

(2) Advertisers and Business: This section contains advertisers who have uploaded the user’s
contact information, such as phone number or email address, to target ads. It also includes a
list of sites visited, ads clicked, and ads hidden by a user.

(3) Your Information: This section allows the user to choose if Facebook can target ads based
on łRelationship status,ž łEmployer,ž łJob Title,ž or łEducation.ž It also contains another section
that lists behavior categories, such as łFrequent travelerž or łOwns iPhone X.ž

(4) Ad Settings: The user may allow or block targeted ads based on Facebook data partners.
This section includes information gathered from partnering websites and apps, as well as
specific offline interactions. For instance, certain purchases or ads based on a user’s activity
from visiting websites or using apps (not including Facebook products) may appear in this
information.

1Facebook’s APM UI changed throughout our study, but we found no significant difference through our controlled
experiments.
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Furthermore, studies have highlighted the accuracy of social media platforms capturing user
interests. For instance, Venkatadri et al. [45] investigated offline data brokers (known as łPartner
Categoriesž) that Facebook previously used for advertising. They found that a surprisingly large
percentage of Facebook accounts (e.g., above 90% in the US) are linked to data broker information.
Moreover, by running controlled ads to 183 crowd-sourced US-based volunteers, they found that
at least 40% of the user attributes sourced from data brokers were not accurate. It is important
to note that Facebook stopped using łPartner Categoryž attributes since October 2018 due to
rising privacy concerns [4]. Bashir et al. [20] compared four different APMs (Facebook, Google,
Blukai, and Exelate) in terms of both quantity and quality, and found that ad profiles do not have
significant overlaps; however, each service successfully captured many of the participants’ interests.
Others have looked at the efficacy of explanations provided by different platforms. Eslami et al. [27]
evaluated ad explanations by manually showing 32 participants their ad explanations, and then
interviewed them about the explanations provided. They found that users preferred interpretable,
non-invasive explanations as well as a recognizable link to their ad profile page.
Ali et al. [15] found that Facebook’s targeted ad delivery process can "skew" ad delivery in

ways that the advertisers may not intend. They demonstrate that such skewed delivery occurs
on Facebook due to market and financial optimization effects and the platform’s own predictions
about the "relevance" of ads to different groups of users. Such discoveries motivate the need to
investigate the interest inference process, which becomes the driving force behind the ad delivery
process targeting specific users.

Studies also found discrepancies such as gender bias in Facebook’s ad delivery process [15, 31, 40].
Ali and Imana et al. focused on finding Facebook ad delivery bias when ads are targeted to general

audience, such as audience based on only location or age, rather than specific attributes such
as interests, and found that Facebook ad delivery is skewed even when the chosen audience by
advertisers contains no bias [15, 31]. Speicher et al. found that even though Facebook does not
allow gender selection when running certain ads such as financial and employment-related ads,
advertisers can still target specific gender by abusing free-form attributes (interests) [40].

Distinction from prior works. This work contributes to the current field by studying the causal
inferences of activities that lead to generating specific user interests on Facebook. Previous literature
has researched this process to provide details on how sensitive information is collected [21], yet our
work is the first to assess the algorithm itself and provide suggestions on improving transparency
and usability. Furthermore, the clarity of the explanations provided for a given interest appearing
in one’s profile remains unstudied (others have studied the łWhy am I seeing this ad?" option
shown with a displayed ad, but not the interests that have been inferred). While Bashir et al. [20]
have analyzed the accuracy of inferred interests, our work is different as it uses controlled accounts
and performs planned activities to derive causal relationship between inferred interests and the
planned activities. Existing studies have also showcased inaccuracies of interests inferred by
Facebook, yet none attempt to find the root cause of it. We believe this is the first attempt to
shed light on the reasons behind such inaccuracies. We also collect data from participants from
different geographical regions to contrast any difference in their perception of accuracy of the
inferred interests. Again, while Andreou et al. [17] partially analyzed the explanations provided for
inferred interests, they failed to point out that explanations are overly generalized and at times
misleading. They leave comprehensive controlled experiments as future work. While prior works
have found that Facebook ad delivery is biased even when the advertiser intentionally does not
target any specific population [15, 31] or that interests can be maliciously exploited to target a
certain gender [40], our study focuses on the inference of interests and not the ad delivery process
itself. We show that there is no difference in the inferred interests by Facebook among groups with
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different demographics. However, the way ads are delivered may have a bias that is orthogonal
to our scope. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to rigorously evaluate Facebook’s
interest inference process by studying the effect of controlled activities and sentiments on inferred
interests.

4 DATA AND METHODOLOGY

In this section, we describe our data sources and the methods we used to analyze the data.

4.1 Data Sources

To gauge how Facebook infers user interests from behavioral data and the extent to which such
inferences are accurate, we collect data through two methods: 1) controlled experiments creating
customized user accounts in Facebook, and 2) recruiting participants through a user study. Details
of our data collection methodology follow.

4.1.1 Controlled Facebook Accounts. We created Facebook accounts to analyze how an interest
profile grows as we interact with different Facebook content. Our account setup process and the
types of activities conducted on different accounts are described below.

Account Setup. We performed two iterations of controlled experiments. One iteration was
conducted in January 2020, and the second iteration was conducted in May 2021. The first iteration
consisted of four accounts with the same demographic information: 22 years old, male, and based
in Pakistan. This iteration allowed us to compare interest inferences between accounts with similar
demographics to correctly map which interests were formed from what actions without worrying
about any other factors. The second iteration consisted of ten new Facebook accounts. This iteration
was performed to identify whether differences in interest inferences occurred based on the account’s
demographic information. Eight of these accounts were created solely for positive activities, four
in the United States and four in Pakistan. We then differed the demographic information for each
account (as shown in Table 5). The last two accounts were used to perform a mixture of positive
and negative activities to determine if the type of actions would have an effect on the interest
inference. We used separate virtual machines (VMs), and different newly-created Gmail accounts
for each controlled account to reduce the chance of interference across the Facebook accounts. We
also provided valid phone numbers with each account; new phone numbers were purchased to
ensure that those numbers were clean and were never previously used on Facebook or any online
platform. Additionally, the VM sessions were only used to visit Facebook.

Account Activities. For single-activity accounts (the first iteration) we perform one type of action,
yet for the second iteration combined different activities. To test how specific types of activities
influence one’s interest profile, we restricted activities to the following four categories:

• Baseline: No activities were performed in baseline, as it served as a control. This allowed us to
determine differences in interest profiles when compared to other accounts.

• Positive interaction: This account was used to determine if Facebook inferred interests based
on positive interactions with existing Facebook content. We performed four types of positive
interactions (summarized in Table 1) in separate phases and recorded the interest profile for each
phase Ð no two types of activities were performed simultaneously on a single account.

• Negative interaction: This account tested if Facebook considers the semantics of any inter-
action, i.e., distinguishing between positive versus negative reactions. Two types of negative
interactions were performed (details in Table 1) in separate phases.
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Table 1. Descriptions of activities per control account.

Account Activities Description of activities

Baseline None No specific activities were performed

Positive

Page like Liking a page without interacting with its posts

interaction

Post Like/Love react Like or Love react on posts without liking page

Comments
Posting positive comments without liking
the page

Scroll only
Just scrolling page posts without liking page
or its posts

Negative
Angry react

Posting ‘Angry’ react on some page posts

interaction
without liking the page

Comments
Posting negative comments on posts without
liking the page

Interaction None
Being friends with the Positive Interaction

with friend
account; no other activity was performed

Send messages Sending messages on messenger to the friend

• Interaction with friend: This account analyzed whether being friends with a person affects
one’s interest profile. We tested two types of interactions (summarized in Table 1) in separate
phases.

Specific Facebook content (e.g., a page) was visited to perform the activities. We grouped the
visited content into very specific categories (representing a topic) and ensured that each category
was unique and unrelated to others. All of the daily activity was solely related to content from
the chosen categories. For instance, if we chose the category łClothing,ž we would visit pages
relating to clothing, such as łBreakout Clothing.ž Furthermore, the visited content was chosen
prior to performing activities on any controlled accounts; a separate Facebook account was used to
search for content for the daily interactions. This ensured that the controlled accounts were not
contaminated with extra interests and remained consistent with visited pages between all accounts.

We discovered the relevant Facebook pages by searching for predefined topics on Facebook; we
then picked the top five results that had relevant Facebook pages. Since the content of the pages we
interact with can affect the inference algorithm, we attempted to minimize this in our experiments
by choosing the set of pages that did not have a mixture of positive and negative vibe about a given
topic. For example, we interacted with a ‘Dog Lovers’ page containing all positive content about
dogs. Furthermore, activities were performed on the same set of pages for both the positive and
negative interaction accounts. The same amount of activities were also performed on each page
from both accounts. For example, if the positive account liked N posts on page ‘X’, the negative
account performed angry reactions on the same N posts on page ‘X’. This methodology was also
utilized when writing positive and negative comments. In order to map a performed activity to
an interest, each type of activity was done on a separate set of pages (i.e., different content). For
example, we performed page likes on certain pages and post likes (i.e., liking posted comments)
on entirely unrelated pages. This allowed us to determine the causal effect of each activity. The
full list of Facebook content and categories visited is provided in Tables 2 and 3. We continued
our controlled activities for about 40 days; we visited 2 or 3 pages daily while performing 8 to 10
activities on each page. To collect the changes in the interest profile, we used a JavaScript crawler
to scrape the interests from the controlled accounts on a daily basis.

4.1.2 Browser-Extension-Based User Study. We conducted a user study to determine whether our
findings from controlled experiments were valid for a larger, diverse population. We collected data
from our participants’ Facebook account and asked questions based on the ads they viewed and
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Table 2. Positive interaction activity table

Activities∗ Topic Pages interacted † Related Interests † Unrelated interests †

Page like

Baking My Baking Addiction, Dessert Recipes My Baking Addiction, Baker, Recipes, Baking, Desserts, Flour
City Islamabad, Pakistan Islamabad, Pakistan Dubai, Lahore, Karachi,India, Multan,

Redmond Washington, United States
National language, Man, Languages
of Pakistan, Gross domestic product, Punjab

Clothing Brands Diners Clothing, Outfitters Diners, OUTFITTERS Breakout clone,
Uniworth Shop, Breakout Clothing Outfitter Boutiques

Electronics Apple, Samsung Samsung, Apple Inc., Electronics, Multinational corporation Insurance, NASDAQ-100, Apple (food)
Conglomerate, Consumer electronics, Computer hardware Dow Jones Industrial Average

Food Food Directory Pakistan, Pakistani Food, Cooking, Food, Pakistani cuisine
Hotels Marriott Hotel, Avari Hotel Marriott International, Marriott Hotels and Resorts,

Pearl-Continental, Ramada Hotel Pearl-Continental Hotels and Resorts
News Channel Express News Express News
Pizza Domino’s Pizza, Domino’s Pizza

Like/love

Car BMW, Mercedes, Ferrari BMW Z1, V4 engine

react

Cricket PTV Sports Cricket, Sky Cricket
Culture BBC Culture, World Culture Forum UNICEF, Member states of the United ,

Nations, South Asian Association for
Regional Cooperation, World

Decor Decor by Ihsan, Him and her wedding decor
Gym UFC Gym, Gym feed, Yoga.com
Perfume Perfume.com, Fragrance Direct online shopping Retail
Personality Mian Nawaz Shareef imran khan official,Jeff Merkley,

Rupert Grint,Prime Minister of Pakistan,
President of Pakistan, Ingvar Kamprad,
Jorge Sanz, Mike Newell (director),Federal
government of United States,Maribel Verdú,
Democratic Party (United States), Arif Alvi

Shoe brands Nike, Borjan Shoes, Shopping
University LUMS, FAST NUCES, NUST Academic degree,

National University of Computer and Emerging Sciences
Watches Rado, Rolex, Blancpain Rolex, Watch, Blancpain

Comments

AI Assistants Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa, Siri, Cortana Amazon.com, cortana, Siri, Artificial Intelligence, Amazon Echo
Animals Cats and Kittens, Dogs Lovers, The Rabbit heaven Rabbits, Dogs, Cats, Kitten, Hamster, Mammal, Vertebrate, Hunting

Hamster lovers Dog Lovers,Cat And Kittens
Bikes Harley Davidson, Ducati, Kawasaki Ducati, Ducati Multistrada, Ducati Monster, Ducati Pantah,

Ducati Desmosedici, V-twin engine, KAWASAKI, Motorcycles,
Ducati Desmosedici RR, Ducati Apollo, Types of motorcycles
Grand Prix motorcycle racing, Kawasaki Heavy Industries,
Sport bike, Ducati 851, Ducati MH900e

Deodorant Axe, Degree, Dove Deodorant,Dove Men+Care Dove (chocolate)
Furniture IKEA, Liberty Furniture, Stanley Furniture Furniture, IKEA, Ready-to-assemble furniture
Medicine Panadol, Medicine, Sleeping Pills Medicine
Novels Harry Potter, Game of Thrones, Daniel Radcliffe, Harry Potter, Game of Thrones Haven (TV series),

Harry Potter (film series), Fantasy film Mama (2013 film)
Scientists Albert Einstein, Issac Newton, Marie Curie Marie Curie, Albert Einstein, Isaac Newton, Physics Philosophy, Ethics
Singer AKON, Shakira, Rihanna, Inna Rihanna, Shakira, Akon, Inna
Studio Coke Studio, Nescafe Basement, Soft drinks, Pepsi, PepsiCo, pepsi pakistan, Studio Ghibli, TV reality shows, Hip

Pepsi battles of bands, Music Coke Studio (Pakistan), Pop music Hop music, Electronic music, Entertainment
Weekly, Coming-of-age story, Funny
or Die, L.T.D (band), TVLine, Televisions,
TV, Eurodance, Lovers (1991 film)

Tech (Software) Google, Facebook, Microsoft Cloud computing, Microsoft, Facebook, Online, Google, Andriod (operating system)
Social network, List of Google products, Alphabet Inc. Online

Scroll only

Airline PIA, Emirates, American Airlines, Airport, Airline Emirates (airline), Dubai international Airport
The Emirates Group, Airline

Buildings Burj khalifa, World Trade Center One World Trade Center, World Trade Center site, Burj Khalifa
Board game Ludo, Chess
Construction Vinci, Power China, Strabag Strabag
Guitar Yamaha, Fender, Gibson Guitars Fender Musical Instruments Corporation, Guitar amplifier,

Yamaha Corporation, Base guitar
Online transit Airlift, SWVL Airlift, Transportation network company
Ride services Uber, Careem, Lyft Lyft, Careem
Soap Dettol, Lifebouy Lifebuoy
Space exploration NASA, Space X NASA, SpaceX, Aerospace
Superhero Superman, Spiderman DC Comics, Spider-Man, Superman, American comic book

Superhero, Kryptonian
Tea Lipton, tapal, Vital Tea Unilever, Tea, Lipton Tapal (Travel and places)
Tech news (web) The Next Web, The Verge, Engadget
Weapons Weapons World, Future Weapons, Weapon Lovers Future Weapons
Wall paint Nippon Paints, Berger Paints Nippon Paint

∗ Except for liking a page, all other activities were performed without liking the respective page. † Blank entries means no interests were inferred.

the interest profiles that Facebook generated. All participants were recruited through Amazon
Mechanical Turk (MTurk) [1], where participants were required to be at least 18 years old and
have a 95% HIT (Human Intelligence Task) approval rate spanning over at least 100 HITs. The
survey questions were rendered through a Chrome browser extension that we developed and
made publicly available through the Chrome Web store. Since the extension was only built for
Chrome, we required participants to download the extension from the Chrome web store and
log into their Facebook account. Our study went through IRB approval. Moreover, we contacted
Amazon Mechanical Turk to verify that we were not violating their ‘Terms of Agreement’ by asking
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Table 3. Negative interaction activity table.

Activities ∗ Topic Pages interacted † Related Interests † Unrelated Interests †

Angry React

Baking My Baking Addiction, Dessert Recipes
Cars BMW, Mercedes, Ferrari BMW, Automobiles, Ferrari, BMW Z1, V4 engine
City Islamabad, Pakistan Pakistan Lahore, karachi, Punjab, India, Redmond Washington

Clothing Brands
Diners Clothing, Outfitters, Uniworth Shop Diners
Breakout Clothing

Cricket PTV Sports Cricket, Sky Sports Cricket
Culture BBC Culture, World Culture Forum
Decor Decor by Ihsan, Him and her wedding decor
Electronics Apple, Samsung Apple, Samsung NASDAQ-100,

Dow Jones, Industrial Average
Food Food Directory Pakistan, Pakistani Food,
Gym UFC Gym, Gym feed, Yoga.com

Hotels
Marriott Hotel, Avari Hotel, Pearl-Continental Ramada Hotel
Hotel, Ramada Hotel

News Channel Express News
Perfume Perfume.com, Fragrance Direct Retail
Personality Mian Nawaz Shareef
Pizza Domino’s
Shoe brand Nike, Borjan Shopping
University LUMS, FAST NUCES, NUST Academic degree, LUMS
Watches Rado, Rolex, Blancpain Rado

Comments

AI Assistants Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa, Siri, Cortana Amazon.com, Artificial intelligence, Cortana,
Siri, Amazon Echo

Animals Cats and Kittens, Dogs Lovers, The Rabbit Dogs, Cats, Kitten, Hamster, Mammal Vertebrate
heaven, Hamster lovers Rabbits, Dog Lovers, Cats and Kittens

Bikes Harley Davidson, Ducati, Kawasaki Ducati, Ducati Monster, Kawasaki Heavy Industries,
Ducati Desmosecdici,Ducati Pantah, V-twin engine,
Ducati 851, Types of motorcycles, Ducati
Desmosedici RR, Ducati Apollo, Ducati MH900e
Ducati Multistrada, Sports bike
Grand Prix motorcycle racing, Motorcycles

Deodorant Axe, Degree, Dove Deodorant, Dove Men+Care Dove (chocolate)
Furniture IKEA, Liberty Furniture, Stanley Furniture Furniture, IKEA,Ready-to-assemble furniture
Medicine Panadol, Medicine, Sleeping Pills Medicine
Novels Harry Potter, Game of Thrones Daniel Radcliffe, Harry Potter, Game of Thrones,

Harry Potter (film series), Fantasy film
Scientists Albert Einstein, Issac Newton, Marie Curie Physics, Nobel Prize, World Science Festival, Child, Human, Man

Marie Curie, Albert Einstein, Isaac Newton
Singer AKON, Shakira, Rihanna, Inna Rihanna, Shakira, Akon George R.R Martin, DJ

Whoo Kid, Rupert Grint, Gulshan Kumar,
Maribel Verdu, Andy Moor (musician)

Studio Coke Studio, Nescafe Basement, coke studio, Pepsi, pepsi, Soft Drinks, Pop music Cable television, T-Series, Televisions,
Pepsi battles of bands, Music Hip hop music, TV reality, Amanda Cerny,

shows, Electronic music, TV, Popular music,
Contemporary R&B, Latin pop, Entertainment,
Weekly, Funny or Die, Coming-of-age story,
Cinemax, Haven(TV series), Lovers (1991 film)

Tech (Software) Google, Facebook, Microsoft Microsoft, Facebook, Cloud computing, Google, Android (operating system), Online
Social network, List of Google products, Alphabet inc.

∗ Except for liking a page, all other activities were performed without liking the respective page. † Blank entries means no interests were inferred.

MTurkers to install our browser extension and provide data; we were assured that we could proceed
with our study with the IRB in place.

Types of Data Collected. Once the extension was installed, it first verified that participants were
logged into their Facebook account. If not, participants were redirected to the Facebook sign-in
page. Afterward, participants were shown a list of data that we would collect and their consent was
requested before proceeding. If participants provided consent, the extension proceeded to collect
only the following data from their Facebook account:

• The first 10 ads appearing in the timeline along with reasons for displaying such ads (i.e., we
collect the łWhy am I seeing this ad?ž information).

• Names and links of the most recent 100 page likes and the total number of pages liked by the
participant.

• Number of activities performed since account creation.
• Number of years since account creation.
• Complete ad profile of participant, i.e., data scraped from the participant’s APM page.

We also imposed a number of constraints upon the extension to improve the quality of data
collected. We ensured that Facebook accounts were at least three years old to limit fake accounts.
Additionally, we collected the total number of activities performed on an account to understand
how frequently the account was used.
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Survey Generation. Once the data was collected from a Facebook account, the extension rendered
a survey on a different page. The extension generated personalized questions based on the ads
and interests collected from each participant’s Facebook account. For instance, the survey would
ask, łOn a scale of 1 (not at all interested) to 5 (very interested), how much are you interested
in <a specific interest>?" Along with the personalized questions, the extension also prompted
participants for their demographic information and Internet usage. Furthermore, we placed an
attention check question to ensure that participants were accurately completing the survey. Once a
participant completed the survey, the responses and the data collected from their Facebook account
were sent to our dedicated server. We also presented participants with a copy of their collected
data. On average, it took participants 15 minutes to complete the entire process. We paid $4 per
participant to complete the survey, and the extension automatically uninstalled itself once the
survey ended.

Table 4. Demographics of 146 MTurk participants.

Attribute Value (count)

Age
18-24 (13), 25-34 (70), 35-44 (40),
45-54 (17), 55-64 (5), 65 or older (1)

Gender Male (95), Female (49), Prefer not to answer (2)

Country

United States (52), India (49), United Kingdom (25)
Germany (8), Italy (4), Spain (3), France (2),
Finland (2), Ireland (1)

User Data Summary. We recruited 146 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk [1] during
February 2020. There were 52 participants from the United States, 49 from India, and 45 from
different European countries (mainly UK and Germany). Table 4 summarizes the demographics.
To ensure that our participants were experienced Facebook users, we added a condition that

the user could only continue the survey if their Facebook account was at least three years old. We
verified this by scraping data from their łActivity Logž page. On average, our participants had used
their Facebook accounts for approximately 12 years. Furthermore, we also checked whether the
accounts were active by collecting the number of activities performed on their account from the
łActivity Logž page. The majority of the participants (∼60%) logged more than 200 activities.2 Note
that number of activities is a lower-bound measure of account usage, as not all activities are logged.
For instance, visiting pages or scrolling through content without interacting with the post will not
create an entry in the łActivity Logž page. More details on the characteristics of our participants’
Facebook account is provided in Appendix A.

4.2 Data Analysis Methods

We now explain the different methods used to analyze data from our controlled experiments as
well as the user study.

4.2.1 Analysis on Controlled Experiment Data. We found that the majority of the inferred interests
appeared in the ad profiles of the controlled accounts approximately 24 hours after the performed
activity. We then manually mapped the inferred interests in each account to a specific performed
activity. As the content (i.e. pages) that we interacted with were divided into different categories
based on an overarching topic (see Tables 2 and 3), we were able to match the interests inferred to a
specific category of content. Furthermore, all of the activities performed each day were completely

2We limited our scrapping up to 1050 activities to reduce the wait time for participants.
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unrelated, thus reducing the possibility of incorrectly mapping interests to activities. Additionally,
we recorded the interest profile daily, allowing us to verify that a certain interest was inferred after
interacting with a specific page. Two independent reviewers manually mapped activities to interests
for each iteration and came to a consensus to resolve conflicts. The calculated Cohen’s kappa (𝜅)
ranged from 0.7 to 0.91 across the two iterations of controlled experiments. The independent
reviewers then set out stricter guidelines on the accuracy of an interest inference and reached a
consensus on all unresolved interests during the next round of coding.

Moreover, we compared all ad profiles with the baseline account to demonstrate the causal effect
of activities on inferred interests. While the methodology is relatively straightforward, performing
casual inference requires very careful and precise experiments. We took great measures to isolate all
account activities to prevent polluting any interactions (e.g., using separate VMs for each account
and only opening a Facebook page on the browser).
To calculated the percentage of correctly (i.e., relevant) inferred interests for various accounts,

we accumulated the interests that were not relevant to any of the visited content. Lastly, we analyze
if there is any statistical difference in the number of interests inferred across positive and negative
interaction accounts. We use Pearson’s Chi-Square test or Fisher’s exact test when conditions
for minimum expectancy counts are not met to compute statistical difference between the two
accounts [39]. We consider 𝛼 = 0.05 as an indicator of statistical significance.

4.2.2 Analysis on User Study Data. We performed Pearson’s Chi-Square test to compute statistical
significance between different groups. For comparing five-point Likert scale responses (for interests
rating question), we used Mann-Whitney U test [25]. We consider 𝛼 = 0.05 as an indicator of
statistical significance. The null hypothesis 𝐻0 represents no statistical difference or relationship
between the tested factors, whereas the alternate hypothesis 𝐻𝑎 indicates a statistical difference
between the factors. If the 𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 is less than 0.05, we reject the 𝐻0; otherwise, we do not reject
the 𝐻0. We mention 𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 , 𝜒2 statistic, and 𝑑 𝑓 (degree of freedom) for each respective analysis.
We use Fisher’s exact test when conditions for minimum expectancy counts of variables are not
met for the Chi-Square test [39]. Bonferroni’s correction was used for all post-hoc analysis to adjust
for the risk of a Type I error [2].

5 INFERENCE OF INTERESTS

A recent study by Bashir et al. [20] reported that around 38% of their participants listed more than
500 interests in their Facebook accounts. We found similar proportions in our user study, where
26.7% of our participants’ profiles contained more than 500 interests.3 Such high numbers raise
the question of how Facebook infers such interests. In this section, we seek to answer RQ1: How
does Facebook infer user interests? We performed controlled experiments to understand how
Facebook infers user interests. Providing insights into the interest inference process helps determine
why ads may or may not be relevant to a user’s actual interests. Note that our control experiments
are not an attempt to reverse engineer Facebook’s inference process but rather study the causal
effects of activities on the interests inferred. Furthermore, we solely focus on different interactions
as the current ‘generic’ explanation only discusses user interaction with Facebook content.

5.1 Causal Inference of Interests from Different Types of Activities

We now study what types of activities cause the ad profile to grow. We observed that different
types of activities, such as commenting on posts, are more sensitive to inferring interests than

3On average, each participant’s account listed 327 interests, except for two outlier participants, whose profile included 1684
and 2097 interests, respectively. The two outliers were excluded from the mean calculation.
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other activities, such as liking posts. Following are details of observations for all four accounts in
the first iteration and the different activities performed per account:

Baseline. The ad profile of the baseline account remained empty except for two interests: łCity,
Countryž (location) 4 and łT-seriesž (a music company). These interests were inferred within the
first few days of account creation, but there were no changes in the interest profile afterward.

Positive interaction. Interests were inferred based on the pages where all types of activities
(i.e., page like, post like/love react, scroll post, and post comment) were performed. This account’s
interest profile was constantly updated throughout our controlled experiment Ð many of the pages
we interacted with resulted in a direct match with an entry in the ad profile.

• We found that liking a page always resulted in an interest inference. We found at least one
inferred-interest per page like performed on the content in Table 2.

• Liking or loving a post on a page, without liking the page itself, resulted in a relatively low
number of interest inferences. 60.86% (14/23) of the pages where we liked or loved a post resulted
in an interest inference.

• Commenting positively on a post (without liking the page or post) consistently resulted in an
interest inference. 94.11% (32/34) of the positive comments resulted in an interest inference,
suggesting that Facebook’s inference algorithm considers posting comments as an essential
indicator of interest Ð even more, important than liking pages or posts.

• Scroll-only activities were also found to be a significant source of interest inferences. We only
viewed and scrolled through posts available on pages; we did not perform any interaction with
these pages or posts. 72.97% (27/37) of the page visits in this category resulted in at least one
interest. This is an aggressive form of interest inference strategy that can lead to potentially
false interests, resulting in ads on uninterested topics. For instance, we only viewed the posts
by łUber,ž łCareem,ž and łLyftž (Ride-hailing service was the topic) and received interests for
łCareemž and łLyftž without even liking their page or posts.

Negative interaction. Similar to the positive interaction account, we found a significant amount of
interests derived from negative interactions. We performed angry reactions and negative comments
on this account.

• We found that fewer interests were inferred from angry reactions compared to post likes and
love reacts in the positive interaction account. 43.47% (10/23) pages in this activity resulted in
one or more interests. This demonstrates that angry reactions could lead to interests that a user
does not positively associate themselves with.

• We found that negative comments also result in aggressive interest inferences. We found at least
one interest inference for each page that we interacted with. This demonstrates that Facebook’s
interest inference algorithm does not differentiate between the sentiments of interactions, thus
inferring interests that the user may dislike or even hate. For instance, we commented negatively
on a łHarry Potterž page and received interests in łHarry Potterž and łDaniel Radcliffež (the
lead actor in the Harry Potter movies).

Friend Account. We found that being friends with a person who actively and positively interacts
with different Facebook content does not result in any additional interests being inferred. Moreover,
we also observed that sending or receiving personal messages (through Facebook Messenger) does
not cause any additional interest to be inferred. This possibly indicates that Facebook may not
mine Messenger content to infer interests.

4We removed the city and country information for the purpose of double-blinded review.
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5.2 Comparing Positive and Negative Accounts

We found that all types of activities performed in the positive and negative accounts result in
interest inferences. Whether the user scrolls over a post or actively likes/dislikes a post, an interest
is likely to appear in their interest profile. Facebook aggressively, and at times, falsely, identifies
any type of interaction as a real interest.
In order to compare the positive and negative accounts, we compared the positive account’s

łPost Like/Love reactž activity against the negative account’s łAngry reactž activity. Similarly, we
compared łPositive commentsž against łNegative comments.ž We did not use the łPost likež or
łScroll onlyž activities during our comparisons as these activities did not have a negative counterpart.
Despite the fact that the łAngry reactž activity is performed on pages also used for łPage likež
activities on the positive account, we only consider the activity on similar pages/topics when
comparing with the łPost Like/Love reactž activity.
The total number of interests inferred on the positive and negative controlled accounts for

counterpart actions were 110 and 86, respectively. The negative account contained 21.81% less
inferred interests compared to the positive interaction account (considering only the counterpart
activities). However, when testing the number of interests inferred across the łPositive Like/Love
reactž and the łAngry reactž activities, we found no statistically significant difference ( 𝜒2 (𝑑 𝑓 =

1) = 0.43, 𝑝 = 0.5). Furthermore, we also tested for differences between the łPositive commentsž
and łNegative commentsž activities. Again, we found no statistically significant difference between
these activities (𝑝 = 0.49, Fisher’s exact test). Thus, although the total number of interests inferred
across the two account type was different, there were no statistically significant differences across
the various comparable positive and negative activities. We, therefore believe Facebook does not
account for the type of sentiment associated with an activity when inferring interests. We were able
to find negative activities resulting in interest inferences which can potentially lead to unwanted
ads. However, failure to reject a null hypothesis does not demonstrate that the null hypothesis is
true Ð only that the test did not prove it to be false. It is possible that a much larger scale experiment
might find statistical significance across the various activities.
Finding 1:A potential reason for overly large interest profiles stems from the fact that Facebook does not

differentiate between sentiments (negative or positive) of user’s performed activities. Rather, Facebook
considers almost every type of interaction with a post/page as an interest. Taking sentiment into
account can possibly improve the quality of interest profiles and user experience.

5.3 Comparing Demographic Differences

To analyze the impact of different types of activities, we intentionally kept the demographics of
different accounts the same (Location: Pakistan, Gender: Male, Age: 22). This ensured that the only
difference in all the accounts is based on differences in the nature of activities and not demographics.
However, performing control experiments on accounts with the same demographic information
can potentially lead to biased results that cannot be generalized over a larger Facebook audience. To
test if the results of our control experiments stay valid across multiple demographics, we repeated
the same set of activities on newly created controlled accounts having different demographics
(iteration 2). We created eight new control accounts, with each account having a specific set of
demographics (i.e., location, age, and gender). The details of the demographics of the newly created
controlled accounts are presented in Table 5.
We completed positive activities on the same pages as before and then compared the interest

profiles of these accounts against each other. We performed statistical significance testing using
Chi-Square tests (or Fisher’s exact test where conditions for Chi-square tests are not met) to
determine differences. To test for location-based differences, we compared accounts of the same
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Table 5. Demographics of new control accounts

Account Age Gender Location

Account 1 22 Male Pakistan
Account 2 22 Male US
Account 3 45 Male Pakistan
Account 4 45 Male US
Account 5 22 Female Pakistan
Account 6 22 Female US
Account 7 45 Female Pakistan
Account 8 45 Female US

age and gender from the US and Pakistan, i.e., we compared account 1 with account 2, account 3
with account 4, etc. We compared accounts of different ages but the same gender and location to
determine the impact of age, i.e., we compared account 1 with account 3, account 2 with account 4,
etc. Similarly, for gender, we compared account 1 with 5, account 2 with account 6, etc.
We found that Facebook’s inference algorithm performed very consistently across all accounts

of various demographics. None of the accounts had interest profiles significantly different from
another account for all the demographics we tested. The test statistics are provided in the Tables 6,
7, and 8. The completed interests tables 13, 14, 15, 16 are present in appendix for account 1 to 8.

Table 6. Statistical tests statistics for location comparison. 𝑑 𝑓 = 1 for all tests

Activity type Acc. 1 vs. 2 Acc. 3 vs. 4 Acc. 5 vs. 6 Acc. 7 vs. 8

Page Like
𝜒2 (𝑛 = 57) = 0.2586 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 57) = 0.2586 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 57) = 0.2586 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 56) = 0.0288
𝑝 = 0.611062 𝑝 = 0.611062 𝑝 = 0.611062 𝑝 = 0.865272

Post Like/Love react
Fisher exact Fisher exact Fisher exact Fisher exact
𝑝 (𝑛 = 35) = 0.5361 𝑝 (𝑛 = 35) = 0.5361 𝑝 (𝑛 = 35) = 1 𝑝 (𝑛 = 35) = 1

Comment
𝜒2 (𝑛 = 146) = 0.121 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 146) = 0.121 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 145) = 0.0016 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 145) = 0.0016
𝑝 = 0.7279 𝑝 = 0.7279 𝑝 = 0.9685 𝑝 = 0.9685

Scroll Only
Fisher exact Fisher exact Fisher exact Fisher exact
𝑝 (𝑛 = 4) = 1 𝑝 (𝑛 = 5) = 1 𝑝 (𝑛 = 3) = 1 𝑝 (𝑛 = 15) = 1

Table 7. Statistical tests statistics for age comparison. 𝑑 𝑓 = 1 for all tests

Activity type M20 - M45 (Pakistan) F20 - F45 (Pakistan) M20 - M45 (US) F20 - F45 (US)

Page Like
𝜒2 (𝑛 = 61) = 0.0424 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 60) = 0.1835 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 52) = 0 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 53) = 0.0055
𝑝 = 0.83678 𝑝 = 0.668351 𝑝 = 1 𝑝 = 0.940751

Post Like
𝜒2 (𝑛 = 66) = 0 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 52) = 0.0095 Fisher exact Fisher exact
𝑝 = 1 𝑝 = 0.922487 𝑝 (𝑛 = 3) = 1 𝑝 (𝑛 = 2) = 1

Comment
𝜒2 (𝑛 = 151) = 0.2311 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 152) = 0 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 139) = 0 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 138) = 0
𝑝 = 0.630692 𝑝 = 1 𝑝 = 0.763518 𝑝 = 1

Scroll Only
Fisher exact Fisher exact Fisher exact Fisher exact
𝑝 (𝑛 = 9) = 1 𝑝 (𝑛 = 18) = 1 𝑝 (𝑛 = 0) = 1 𝑝 (𝑛 = 0) = 1

5.4 Mixing Negative and Positive Interactions

Thus far, the positive and negative activities were conducted on separate dedicated accounts and
interests were recorded to see how the inference algorithm functions for both types of actions.
However, this isolated behavior testing does not capture real-world user behavior, i.e., a real user
may perform both positive and negative interactions on a single account and do so in a mixed
fashion. Thus, the inference algorithm might act differently when all kinds of actions are done
collectively. For example, we suspected that the interest inference algorithm for the purely negative
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Table 8. Statistical tests statistics for gender comparison. 𝑑 𝑓 = 1 for all tests

Activity type M20 - F20 (Pakistan) M45 - F45 (Pakistan) M20 - F20 (US) M45 - F45 (US)

Page Like
𝜒2 (𝑛 = 62) = 0 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 59) = 0.0497 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 52) = 0 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 53) = 0.0055
𝑝 = 0.83678 𝑝 = 0.668351 𝑝 = 1 𝑝 = 0.940751

Post Like
𝜒2 (𝑛 = 56) = 0.2876 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 62) = 0.4595 Fisher exact Fisher exact
𝑝 = 1 𝑝 = 0.922487 𝑝 (𝑛 = 3) = 1 𝑝 (𝑛 = 2) = 1

Comment
𝜒2 (𝑛 = 152) = 0 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 151) = 0.2311 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 139) = 0.0905 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 138) = 0
𝑝 = 1 𝑝 = 0.630692 𝑝 = 0.763518 𝑝 = 1

Scroll Only
Fisher exact Fisher exact Fisher exact Fisher exact
𝑝 (𝑛 = 7) = 1 𝑝 (𝑛 = 20) = 1 𝑝 (𝑛 = 0) = 1 𝑝 (𝑛 = 0) = 1

account might utilize all negative actions, as there was no positive activity. When a real user
performs both negative and positive actions together, positive actions might suppress negative ones.
To test whether intermixing positive and negative activities affects the inference algorithm, we
performed positive and negative activities together on two other control accounts, one created in
Pakistan (account 9) and the other in the US (account 10). We call them mixed-activity accounts. We
compared the interests obtained from the mixed account in Pakistan with the other single-activity
type accounts in Pakistan (ones that perform only one type of activity, either positive or negative).
We also compare the interests captured across the mixed accounts from Pakistan and the US.

The mixed-activity accounts consisted of both positive and negative interactions to best mimic
real user behavior. We performed page like, positive comment, angry react, and negative comment
activities on these accounts. All positive and negative activities were performed on different
pages to differentiate what activity and sentiment caused an interest inference. For instance, we
would perform ‘like’ and ‘angry’ reactions on two different pages consecutively, or positively
and negatively comment on different pages one after the other. While a real user can perform
positive and negative activities on a single page, this is not feasible in our control experiment as
we would not be able to determine if the interests were inferred due to negative or positive actions.
To test whether the behavior of the inference algorithm is different under a mixed setting, we
compared the interest profiles of the mixed-activity accounts with single-activity accounts. We
compared the interests generated from specific positive and negative pages on the mixed account
with their corresponding pages from the purely positive and purely negative accounts, respectively.
For instance, interests from ‘post-like’ and ‘positive comments’ activities in the mixed account
are compared to interests derived from ‘post-like’ and ‘positive comments’ in the isolated positive
account. Similarly, interests derived from ‘angry react’ and ‘negative comments’ activities in the
mixed accounts are compared with ‘angry react’ and ‘negative comment’ in the negative isolated
account. This allowed us to determine if the interest inference algorithm behaved differently with
activities performed in a mixed setting versus activities of a single sentiment. We performed Chi-
Square tests to measure the difference between the interest profiles. We found that the behavior
of the inference algorithm under isolated and mixed settings is similar; there is no statistically
significant difference (𝑝 < .05) among the interest profiles for all types of activities. Therefore,
none of the given actions suppresses interest inferences of other actions. This suggests that the
results drawn in the isolated setting are valid for the mixed activities as well. The details of the
statistical test comparing isolated and mixed accounts are presented in Table 9. The completed
interests table 17 is present in appendix for account 9 and 10.

5.5 Unliking Pages and Hiding Posts

Previous work by Andreou et al. [17] found that user interests may be removed over time, yet did
not attempt to uncover why. Thus, we investigated which actions could cause an interest to be
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Table 9. Statistical tests statistics for mixed vs. isolated account comparisons. 𝑑 𝑓 = 1 for all tests

Activity type Mixed (Pakistan) - Isolated Mixed (Pakistan) - Mixed (US)

Page Like
𝜒2 (𝑛 = 71) = 1.6466 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 52) = 0.2311
𝑝 = 0.199424 𝑝 = 0.630701

Positive Comments
𝜒2 (𝑛 = 119) = 1.9961 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 61) = 0.4416
𝑝 = 0.157704 𝑝 = 0.506371

Angry React
𝜒2 (𝑛 = 34) = 3.2343 Fisher Exact
𝑝 = 0.072113 𝑝 (𝑛 = 11) = 1

Negative Comments
𝜒2 (𝑛 = 124) = 0.7877 𝜒2 (𝑛 = 87) = 0.0098
𝑝 = 0.37480 𝑝 (𝑛 = 0) = 0.921208

removed from a user profile. While there are likely many reasons for the inference algorithm to
remove an interest, we hypothesize that two main actions can lead to an interest removal: unliking
a page and hiding a post. These actions were performed on the mixed-activity accounts once
pages were already liked and the news feed was populated with posts or ads based on the inferred
interests.

5.5.1 Unliking Pages. This action consisted of unliking a group of pages 10 days after the same
group of pages was originally liked. This time frame allowed ample time for interest inferences to
generate interests for all pages. During the page-like phase for the mixed accounts, pages were
grouped together by topic, and all of the pages within that topic were then liked consecutively.
Page unlike activities were performed similarly; the group of pages that were originally liked was
all unliked consecutively. For instance, the topic łTechnologyž contained the pages for Apple and
Samsung. Both of these pages were liked in the first day of activities, and interests were quickly
generated. Ten days later, we unliked all pages relating to the topic łTechnology,ž or the pages for
Apple and Samsung.

We found that unliking a page can remove the interests that were inferred by liking that particular
page. This is the first instance where we observed interests being removed from ad profiles. We
saw that only a significant portion, not all of the interests inferred by liking pages, were removed
by unliking them. 80% and 69.56% of interests were removed by page-unlike activity for Pakistan
and US-based accounts, respectively. This demonstrates that the effect on interest profiles is not
entirely reversible through unliking pages.

5.5.2 Hiding Posts. We also wanted to determine if hiding a post on the news feed (derived from an
action on a page) causes the removal of interests that were related to those pages. Before beginning
the post-hide activity, we paused for two days to allow new interests to be generated in the ad
profile. We wanted to limit the number of posts hidden in a day, as hiding posts too frequently is
not a natural user behavior and might alert Facebook of unusual activity. Thus, we hid the first
two posts that appeared on the news feed belonging to the pages we had previously liked, and
we limited ourselves to hiding at most four posts (two posts per relevant page we had liked). For
example, if we see a post from pages in the following order (𝑋1 means the first post relevant to
page 𝑋 we had previously liked): 𝐻𝑢𝑙𝑢1, 𝐻𝑢𝑙𝑢2, 𝐶𝑁𝑁1, 𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑧𝑜𝑛1, 𝐻𝑢𝑙𝑢3, 𝐶𝑁𝑁2, 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑥1, then
we would hide 𝐻𝑢𝑙𝑢1, 𝐻𝑢𝑙𝑢2, 𝐶𝑁𝑁1, and 𝐶𝑁𝑁2 on a single day. This activity was performed for
seven days, and posts were hidden regardless of whether they were previously hidden. This caused
posts from several pages to be hidden multiple times throughout many days. This activity was
performed to mimic real user behavior where users may hide irrelevant posts on their timelines.
However, we observed no interest removal from the post-hide activity.
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6 ACCURACY OF INTEREST INFERENCE

In this section, we seek to answerRQ2:How accurately does Facebook infer interests fromuser

activities? Facebook builds interest profiles for users, which include the keywords of products,
topics, or places that a person is interested in. Ads are targeted based on the interests available in a
user’s profile. Therefore, the relevancy of displayed ads ultimately depends upon the accuracy of
inferred interests. For this reason, we analyze the accuracy of user interest profiles.

6.1 Controlled Experiment

We computed the accuracy of the inferred interests for both positive and negative interaction
accounts. This was accomplished by calculating the percentage of correctly inferred interests out
of the total interests inferred in each controlled account. Since we mapped the interests to the
relevant pages, we also noted the incorrectly inferred interests for each topic. Note, two independent
reviewers manually mapped activities to interests and came to a consensus to resolve conflicts
(Cohen’s kappa ranged from 0.7 to 0.91). We consider interests irrelevant if they are not semantically
related to the pages on which activities were performed on a given day.
We found a total of 187 inferred interests for the positive interaction account. Around 68.98%

(129/187) of such interests were relevant to our planned activities. The negative interaction account
also had a comparable accuracy rate of 62.60% (i.e., 62 out of 99 total interests were accurately
inferred). Note that when we are stating accuracy, we imply that the inferred interests match the
topic of the content visited, irrespective of whether the user is interested or not (i.e., ignoring
the sentiment of the performed activity). The relevance of both positive and negative accounts
combined is 66.78% (191/286).

In order to find how interest relevance varies across activities, we computed the relevancy for all
activities across both positive and negative accounts. We observed 61.36% of interests inferred from
the łPage likež activity to be relevant. For the łPost Like/Love reactž activity, only 37.03% interests
were relevant. This demonstrates that Facebook more accurately infers interests based on page
likes than post likes. Additionally, commenting positively on posts led to 73.49% relevant interests,
depicting that comments are very important interest indicators. Lastly, and surprisingly, the łScroll
onlyž activity resulted in 96.87% of the inferred interests being accurate. This activity was performed
without any other action on the page. We also observed that in some cases, Facebook inferred
the wrong interest based on word similarity rather than the underline context. For example, upon
visiting the Apple (Tech company) page, Apple (fruit) was inferred as an interest. For the ‘Angry
reacts’ activity, we observed 65.21% relevant interests. For the ‘Negative comments’ activity, 61.84%
of interests were relevant. When comparing the relevancy of interests inferred based on positive
and negative comments, we found no significant statistical difference (𝜒2 (𝑑 𝑓 = 1) = 2.47, 𝑝 = 0.11).
Finding 2: Approximately 33.22% (95/286) of interests inferred across both positive and negative

accounts were found to be irrelevant. This suggests that Facebook may not accurately infer interests
regardless of an action’s sentiment.

6.2 User Study

In this section, we analyze whether our findings hold for a larger population by conducting a user
study, where we collect data from participants’ own Facebook accounts and then ask questions
about their interests inferred by Facebook. Then we analyze the accuracy of interests inferred about
them based on their belief about their preferences.

6.2.1 Relevancy of Interests in Ad Profiles. In this section, we measure the accuracy of the ad
profiles for our user study participants. To accomplish this, we asked each participant a set of
questions about the interests listed in their ad profile.
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knowledgeable about ad explanations and ad profile availability, which is surprising because most
American and European participants were not knowledgeable about these features. We performed
pairwise Chi-Square tests for each question to verify the statistical difference. There was a statistical
difference (𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 < 0.05) in the responses between participants from India and Europe as well
as India and the US for questions regarding the awareness of interest profile and ad explanation.
Finding 5: A large proportion of users are not aware of the ad explanation feature as well as the

ability to view and edit their ad profiles. This indicates that these features are not noticeable enough.
Around one-third of our participants were unaware that Facebook collects interest about them,
which suggests that Facebook needs to make the APM more accessible.

7.2 Explanation of Interest Inference

Facebook’s APM explains why a particular interest was inferred. To evaluate the accuracy of interest
inference explanations, we examined the interest explanations from our controlled accounts. As
described in Section 5, the activities performed on each page were clearly planned and profiles were
recorded at regular intervals, providing us with ground truth reasons for interest inferences. Upon
comparing the interest explanations with the ground truth reasons, we found that the explanations
were misleading and vague.

We believe that the fundamental shortcoming for interest explanations is that the explanation
template is overly generic. For instance, let ‘X’ represent an interest, then the explanation related to
interest ‘X’ would be Ð łYou have this preference because of your activity on Facebook related
to X’s page, for example, liking their Page or one of their Page postsž (also shown in Figure 6).
Thus, whether a user scrolls over a page or likes a post, the explanation is always the same. Such
ambiguity can also lead to misunderstanding as only scrolling over a page is interpreted as liking
a page or page post. Furthermore, making no distinction between positive and negative actions
is somewhat misleading. For example, we negatively commented about Siri on their page, and
an interest in łSiriž was inferred with an explanation that you might have liked a page or post
regarding łSiriž, which is not true at all. This can mislead users into believing that they acted
on ‘liking’ the content when in reality, they never did. Therefore, Facebook explanations do not
provide an accurate reason behind an inferred interest. The ambiguity and inaccuracy in interest
explanations is also a privacy concern, as reading or scrolling on a sensitive page should not
translate into an affirmative action, such as liking that page. While we understand that it is difficult
to explain complex machine learning decisions in words, we expect Facebook to, at the very least,
provide an interpretable explanation highlighting the key reasons for an interest inference, such as
differentiating between liking a post, commenting on it, or just viewing it (Eslami et al. [27] also
found users to prefer interpretable, non-invasive explanations). Providing such explicit reasoning
for a given interest inference is feasible as such activities are distinctly recorded in Facebook’s
łActivity logž [7].
Finding 6: The generic interest explanation template provided by Facebook is both misleading and

ambiguous. As the interest explanation template used by Facebook is very generic, it fails to provide
any concrete reasoning as to why an interest was inferred, which as times can mislead users in
believing the wrong reasons.

7.3 Notifying Inference of Sensitive Interest

Furthermore, Facebook knowingly causes additional privacy concerns by collecting data surround-
ing sensitive interests. Cabañas et al. [21] conducted an extensive study on the sensitivity of
interests inferred by Facebook and found that Facebook collects and allows advertisers to target
ads with sensitive interests, such as political leaning, religious belief, and sexuality [5]. As sensitive
interests can be inferred and interest explanation lacks clarity, this quickly becomes a privacy
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responses are shown in Table 12, and Figure 7 shows the breakdown in terms of geographic regions.
We found that the majority of participants from the US and Europe were not satisfied with their
Facebook ad experience, demonstrating that targeted advertising requires improvement. However,
participants from India claimed to be more satisfied. We found a statistically significant difference
(𝑝 < 0.01) in ad satisfaction between participants from India when compared with participants
from the US and Europe.
Finding 7: A significant proportion of participants saw advertisements that are sensitive in nature,

such as political campaign ads or medication/healthcare-related ads. Political campaign ads were
more common in the US than in Europe and India.

Facebook’s APM also tracks any user-hidden advertisements. This section is called łWhom you’ve
hidden,ž falling under łAdvertisers and Businesses.ž We analyzed whether hidden advertisements
and pages contained any sensitive interests. We found that 39 of 146 participants have hidden at least
one ad on Facebook throughout their account’s lifetime. Additionally, many hidden advertisements
contained sensitive information, such as political ads with the keywords łDonald J. Trumpž and
łHillary Clinton.ž Furthermore, hidden ads contained content related to prescription medicine, such
as łRoman Health,ž łOptimal Health Knoxville,ž and łHyland’s Homeopathy.ž Our participants’
interest profiles even had sensitive interests based on their personal identity. Over 40% (60 of
146) participants’ profiles contained interests based on sexuality, such as łHomosexualityž and
łGay-friendly,ž as well as interests based on their religious beliefs, such as łAtheismž and łIrreligion.ž
Unfortunately, Facebook does not show why an advertisement was hidden on APM. If this feature
were available, it could provide deeper insight as to why users hid certain ads.
Finding 8: Many of the advertisements hidden by participants contained sensitive interests. Facebook
serves targeted ads based on sensitive interests, which many users later hide/block. This suggests
that Facebook needs to better notify users about inferring sensitive interests.

8 DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We conducted controlled experiments through planned activity on new Facebook accounts to
determine how Facebook infers user interests. We found that Facebook infers interests based on the
pages or posts that a user interacts with through controlled experiments. This ‘interaction’ includes
explicit activities, such as likes and comments, and passive activities, such as scrolling through posts.
This points to the fairly loose criteria used by Facebook to select an interest, which may result in
irrelevant ads. Furthermore, given that the semantics/context of an activity (e.g., liking or disliking
a post) is not considered while inferring interests, irrelevant or even inappropriate ads may be
viewed. Inaccurate interest profiles have both economic and privacy implications. From a financial
perspective, advertisers should know the effectiveness of their paid ads as well as ensure that the
ads are being displayed to the correct audience [35]. Facebook does not properly communicate
how the interests are inferred from a privacy perspective and may produce an incorrect interest
inference, which can further exacerbate if Facebook decides to share data with partners (or third
parties). If the data inferred about a user is incorrect, then the third party may inadvertently misuse
that data and provide inappropriate content to users [6]. Furthermore, this drastically reduces
consumer transparency, as users are left unaware about what actions trigger an interest to be
generated. By improving the transparency behind the interest inference process and explanations,
users can become knowledgeable about what specific activities cause their interests to be generated.
Thus, users would have the option to browse privately when interacting with sensitive content or
other content for which they do not want any interest inference. Users would also have insights
regarding what specific actions caused an interest inference, and as a result, caused a targeted
advertisement. If such advertisements are negatively viewed, users would be able to remove that
interest, thus hinting Facebook to not make such inferences in the future. From these findings, we
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provide suggestions to Facebook to improve the transparency of the algorithm and provide more
control to consumers. We also offer recommendations to the community for future work in this
field surrounding the development of usable user interfaces while improving user transparency.

Recommendations to Facebook. As Facebook already records every activity performed by a
user, we suggest that Facebook has the opportunity to improve the interest inference algorithm to
differentiate between positive and negative sentiments to add context to user actions. Sentiment
analysis algorithms, such as VADER, have proven to be effective in social media contexts [30] and
can be easily incorporated. This would improve the relevancy of the interests inferred.

With the new APM update, users must navigate through six links to view their interests (Settings
& Privacy ś> Settings ś> Ads ś> Ad Settings ś> Categories used to reach you ś> Interest Categories).
The interests are then viewed in an unsorted list without any mechanisms provided to improve
accessibility. Facebook should provide different filtering and grouping options to allow the user to
more easily view/block their interests. Furthermore, Facebook should improve the accessibility of
this page by reducing the number of links needed to access the hidden inferred interests. Future
research is required in this field to determine what mechanisms should be provided to provide a
more usable interface and where the general interests should be located to improve accessibility.

FutureWork. Future research needs to be performed inHCI to construct interpretable explanations
for machine-learning-based inference algorithms better. The current inferred-interest explanations
are overly generic, and while existing studies advocate interpretable explanations [27], the right
balance of information and intrusiveness has not been studied in depth.

Developing a usable interface is always challenging, and over the years, we have seen researchers
focus on improving the security and privacy warning messages for browsers [14]. Similarly, we
advocate the need for more user-oriented studies to determine the appropriate placement and
accessibility of various ad-related indicators on the user interface. For example, over 52% of our
respondents were unaware of the łWhy am I seeing this ad?ž functionality, highlighting that it is
poorly placed on the user interface.

Facebook currently nudges users to perform a yearly privacy checkup and to learn more about
their privacy settings [12]. While some users are unaware of the privacy checkup availability [38],
future work needs to be conducted to determine the frequency and framing of the privacy-checkup
nudge to better educate users on privacy preferences as well as the interests inferred about them.

Lastly, while capturing contextual data helps to improve inference, it also imposes privacy risks.
Thus, developing techniques to capture the right amount of contextual data in a privacy-preserving
manner is an important future direction. In the context of Facebook’s interest inference, it would be
worth thinking about ways to infer interests in a more privacy-friendly manner, e.g., not capturing
interest on sensitive topics.

9 LIMITATIONS

Our study has a few limitations. Firstly, we collected data from only 146 participants Ð the majority
of whom were male. However, we recruited a comparable number of participants (statistically
significant) from three different geographic regions (US, Europe and India) to capture diverse view-
points. Furthermore, we validated that their accounts were real accounts with regular interactions
(i.e., we only considered accounts that were at least three years old and were frequently used).
Next, our sample size for the controlled experiments was relatively small. The accounts created
and the activities chosen could also have contained minor selection bias. We considered somewhat
a diverse demographics in the controlled accounts and varied the types of pages where activities
were performed. We did not find statistically significant difference across these factors. However,
failure to reject a null hypothesis does not demonstrate that the null hypothesis is true. It is possible
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that a larger number of controlled accounts and higher resolution of activities may help derive
more fine-grained results, but such an approach would be challenging to scale and automate. Next,
we could not scrape ads from all users’ news feeds as our extension was not compatible with all
versions of Chrome across different platforms. As a result, we were able to collect ads from only 73
users (out of 146). Lastly, many studies have also shown that APMs may hide sensitive interests
(such as religion, disease, alcohol, etc.) [17, 24, 46]. Our results, therefore, should be interpreted as
a lower bound on the number of interests collected by APMs.

10 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated how Facebook reacts to varying activities and reactions in the context
of inferring user interests by performing controlled experiments. We found that Facebook does not
differentiate between positive and negative interactions. As a result, many of the interests listed in
the ad profile become irrelevant or inaccurate. We also confirm the inaccuracy of inferred interests
through a user study, where we collect data from participants’ Facebook accounts and ask questions
about their interest profiles. We found that interest inference explanations are overly generalized,
making them vague and often misleading, suggesting that Facebook needs to clearly state each
inference’s reasons. We also highlight the lack of awareness among participants regarding the
availability of explanations and capability to remove interests from their profiles Ð suggesting
Facebook needs to better promote the available transparency features.
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B LIST OF INTERACTIONS FOR ACCOUNT 1 AND 2

Table 13. Account 1 and 2 interaction table

Activities∗ Topic Pages interacted † Related Interests (Pakistan) † Unrelated interests (Pakistan) † Related Interests (US) † Unrelated interests (US) †

Page

Baking My Baking Addiction, Baking, Desserts, Baking, Desserts, Food,

like

Dessert Recipes My Baking Addiction My Baking Addiction
City Islamabad Multan, URDU
Clothing Brands Diners Clothing, Outfitters OUTFITTERS, Outfitter, Diners OUTFITTERS, Outfitter, Diners
Electronics Apple, Samsung Samsung, Apple Inc., Apple, Samsung, Apple Inc., Apple

Multinational corporation,
Conglomerate (company),
Samsung Electronics

Food Food Directory Pakistan, Pakistani Cuisine Pakistani Cuisine
Pakistani Food

Hotels Marriott Hotel, PC Hotel Marriott Hotels and Resorts Pakistan, Lahore, Punjab Pakistan, Marriott Hotels and Resorts Pakistan, Lahore, Punjab Pakistan,
Avari Lahore, Ramada Hotel Gross domestic product, Multan Gross domestic product, Multan

News Channel Express News, BBC, CNN CNN, Current events, BBC, CNN, Current events, BBC,
Express News (Pakistan) Express News (Pakistan)

Pizza Domino’s Pizza, Domino’s Pizza, Franchising, Yum! Brands Pizza, Domino’s Pizza, cheese
Pizza Hut, Restaurants Pizza Hut, Italian cuisine

Like/love

Car BMW, Mercedes, Ferrari Automobiles, Mercedes-Benz,
Automotive Industry,
BMW, Ferrari

react

Cricket Sky Sports Cricket, PTV Cricket PTV Sports
Culture BBC Culture, World Culture Forum Culture, Member states of the United Nations,

Languages of Pakistan, National Language,
Otaku, Tokyo, Tokyo Otaku Mode,
Prefectures of japan

Decor Decor by Ihsan, Everlasting Decor Weddings, Decorative arts, Design
Interior design

Gym UFC Gym, Gym feed, Yoga.com Yoga.com
Perfume Perfume.com, Fragrance Direct Fragrances, Fragrance Direct, Odor

Perfume.com
Personality Mian Nawaz Sharif Prime minister of Pakistan Human, Man, imran khan official
University LUMS, FAST, NUST NUST, LUMS Academic degree

Academic degree
Watches Rado, Rolex, Blancpain Blancpain

Positive

AI Assistants Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa, cortana, Amazon Echo, Android (operating system) Amazon Echo, Amazon.com, Siri, Multinational corporation,

Comments

Siri, cortana Artificial intelligence, cortana, Artificial intelligence Android (operating system),
Amazon.com Shopping

Animals Cats and Kittens, Dogs Lovers, Dogs, Cats and Kittens, Mammal Dogs, Kitten, Cats, Cats and Kittens, Mammal
The Rabbit haven Rabbits, Hamster Cats, Rabbits, Hamster

Bikes Harley Davidson, Ducati, Ducati Multistrada, Grand Prix motorcycle, Ducati, Ducati Multistrada, Grand Prix
Ducati, Kawasaki Ducati Monster, KAWASAKI insurance Ducati Monster, KAWASAKI motorcycle racing

V-twin engine, Ducati Apollo, V-twin engine, Ducati Apollo,
Ducati Desmosedici RR, Ducati Desmosedici RR,
Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Kawasaki Heavy Industries,
Ducati Pantah, Ducati 851, Ducati Pantah, Ducati 851,
Ducati MH900e, Motorcycles, Ducati MH900e, Motorcycles
Ducati Desmosedici, Ducati Desmosedici,
Types of motorcycles, Types of motorcycles,
Sport bike Sport bike

Deodorant Axe, Degree, Dove Dove Men+Care, Deodorant Dove (chocolate) Dove Men+Care, Deodorant,
Dove (toiletries)

Furniture IKEA, Liberty Furniture, Furniture, IKEA, Retail, Liberty (department store) Furniture, IKEA, Retail, Liberty (department store)
Stanley Furniture Ready-to-assemble furniture Ready-to-assemble furniture

Medicine Panadol, Medicine, Diazepampillsuk Medicine
Novels Harry Potter, Game of Thrones, Harry Potter, Game of Thrones, London, coming-of-age story, Funny or Die

Warner Bros., Rupert Grint Daniel Radcliffe, Fantasy films, Televisions, Funny or Die
Harry Potter (film series),
Television programme

Scientists Albert Einstein, Issac Newton, Marie Curie, Albert Einstein Marie Curie, Albert Einstein
Marie Curie

Singer AKON, Shakira, Rihanna, Inna Pop music, Shakira, Akon Arts and music, Eurodance Akon, Shakira, Pop music, Eurodance
Popular music, World music Popular music, World music

Studio Coke Studio, Nescafe Basement Coke Studio (Pakistan) 9GAG, Soft drinks, Coke Studio (Pakistan) Soft drinks, Pepsi, 9GAG,
Pepsi battles of bands Haven (TV series), Maribel Verdu, Maribel Verdu, Electronic music

Tech (Software) Google, Facebook, Microsoft Microsoft, Facebook, Online, NASDAQ-100, Dow Jones, Google, Facebook, Online, NASDAQ-100
Google, Social network, Microsoft Developer, Social network,
List of google products, Industrial Average, List of Google products,
Cloud computing Software developer, Cloud computing

Computer hardware

Scroll

Airline PIA, Emirates, Emirates (airline),
American Airlines The Emirates Group

only

Board game Ludo, Chess
Buildings Burj khalifa, World Trade Center One World Trade Center,

Burj Khalifa
Construction Vinci, Power China, Strabag
Guitar Yamaha, Fender, Gibson Guitars
Online transit Zipcar, Urbvan
Ride services Uber, Careem, Lyft
Soap Dettol, Lifebouy
Space exploration NASA, Space X
Superhero Superman, Spiderman
Tea Lipton, Tapal, Vital Tea
Tech news (web) The Next Web, The Verge, Engadget
Wall paint Nippon Paints, Berger Paints
Weapons Weapons World, Future Weapons,

Weapon Lovers

∗ Except for liking a page, all other activities were performed without liking the respective page. † Blank entries means no interests were inferred.
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C LIST OF INTERACTIONS FOR ACCOUNT 3 AND 4

Table 14. Account 3 and 4 interaction table

Activities∗ Topic Pages interacted † Related Interests (Pakistan) † Unrelated interests (Pakistan) † Related Interests (US) † Unrelated interests (US) †

Page

Baking My Baking Addiction, Baking, Desserts, Baking, Desserts, Food,

like

Dessert Recipes My Baking Addiction My Baking Addiction
City Islamabad Multan
Clothing Brands Diners Clothing, Outfitters OUTFITTERS, Outfitter, Diners OUTFITTERS, Outfitter, Diners
Electronics Apple, Samsung Samsung, Apple Inc., Apple, Samsung, Apple Inc., Apple

Multinational corporation,
Conglomerate (company),
Samsung Electronics

Food Food Directory Pakistan Pakistani Cuisine Pakistani Cuisine
Pakistani Food,

Hotels Marriott Hotel, Avari Hotel Marriott Hotels and Resorts Pakistan, Lahore, Punjab Pakistan Marriott Hotels and Resorts Pakistan, Lahore, Punjab Pakistan
Ramada Hotel Multan, Gross domestic product Multan, Gross domestic product

News Channel Express News CNN, Current events, BBC, CNN, Current events, BBC,
Express News (Pakistan) Express News (Pakistan)

Pizza Domino’s Pizza, Domino’s Pizza, Franchising, Yum! Brands Pizza, Domino’s Pizza, cheese
Pizza Hut, Restaurants Pizza Hut, Italian cuisine

Like/love

Car BMW, Mercedes, Ferrari Automobiles, Mercedes-Benz,
Automotive Industry,
BMW, Ferrari

react

Cricket Sky Sports Cricket, PTV Cricket
Culture BBC Culture, World Culture Forum Culture, Member states of the United Nations,

Languages of Pakistan, National Language,
Otaku, Japan, Japan Otaku Mode,
Prefectures of Japan

Decor Decor by Ihsan, Everlasting Decor Weddings, Decorative arts, Design
Interior design

Gym UFC Gym, Gym feed, Yoga.com Yoga.com
Perfume Perfume.com, Fragrance Direct Fragrances, Fragrance Direct, Odor

Perfume.com
Personality Mian Nawaz Sharif Prime minister of Pakistan imran khan official Human, Man
University LUMS, FAST, NUST Lahore University of Management Sciences,

LUMS, Academic degree Academic degree
Watches Rado, Rolex, Blancpain Blancpain

Positive

AI Assistants Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa, cortana, Amazon Echo, Android (operating system) Amazon Echo, Amazon.com, Siri, Multinational corporation,

Comments

Siri, cortana Artificial intelligence, cortana, Artificial intelligence Android (operating system),
Amazon.com Shopping

Animals Cats and Kittens, Dogs Lovers, Dogs, Cats and Kittens, Mammal Dogs, Kitten, Cats, Cats and Kittens, Mammal
The Rabbit haven Rabbits, Hamster Cats, Rabbits, Hamster

Bikes Harley Davidson, Ducati, Ducati Multistrada, Grand Prix motorcycle, Ducati, Ducati Multistrada, Grand Prix
Ducati, Kawasaki Ducati Monster, KAWASAKI insurance Ducati Monster, KAWASAKI motorcycle racing

V-twin engine, Ducati Apollo, V-twin engine, Ducati Apollo,
Ducati Desmosedici RR, Ducati Desmosedici RR,
Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Kawasaki Heavy Industries,
Ducati Pantah, Ducati 851, Ducati Pantah, Ducati 851,
Ducati MH900e, Motorcycles, Ducati MH900e, Motorcycles
Ducati Desmosedici, Ducati Desmosedici,
Types of motorcycles, Types of motorcycles,
Sport bike Sport bike

Deodorant Axe, Degree, Dove Dove Men+Care, Deodorant Dove (chocolate) Dove Men+Care, Deodorant,
Dove (toiletries)

Furniture IKEA, Liberty Furniture, Furniture, IKEA, Retail, Liberty (department store) Furniture, IKEA, Retail, Liberty (department store)
Stanley Furniture Ready-to-assemble furniture Ready-to-assemble furniture

Medicine Panadol, Medicine, Diazepampillsuk Medicine
Novels Harry Potter, Game of Thrones, Harry Potter, Game of Thrones, London, coming-of-age story, Funny or Die

Warner Bros., Rupert Grint Daniel Radcliffe, Fantasy films, Televisions, Funny or Die
Harry Potter (film series),
Television programme

Scientists Albert Einstein, Issac Newton, Marie Curie, Albert Einstein Marie Curie, Albert Einstein
Marie Curie

Singer AKON, Shakira, Rihanna, Inna Pop music, Shakira, Akon Arts and music, Eurodance Akon, Shakira, Pop music, Eurodance
Popular music, World music Popular music, World music

Studio Coke Studio, Nescafe Basement, Coke Studio (Pakistan) 9GAG, Soft drinks, Coke Studio (Pakistan) Soft drinks, Pepsi, 9GAG,
Pepsi battles of bands Haven (TV series), Maribel Verdu, Maribel Verdu, Electronic music

Tech (Software) Google, Facebook, Microsoft Microsoft, Facebook, Online, NASDAQ-100, Dow Jones, Google, Facebook, Online, NASDAQ-100
Google, Social network, Microsoft Developer, Social network,
List of google products, Industrial Average, List of Google products,
Cloud computing Software developer, Cloud computing

Computer hardware

Scroll

Airline PIA, Emirates, Emirates (airline),
American Airlines The Emirates Group

only

Board game Ludo, Chess
Buildings Burj khalifa, World Trade Center One World Trade Center,

Burj Khalifa
Construction Vinci, Power China, Strabag
Guitar Yamaha, Fender, Gibson Guitars
Online transit Zipcar, Urbvan
Ride services Uber, Careem, Lyft
Soap Dettol, Lifebouy Lifebuoy
Space exploration NASA, Space X
Superhero Superman, Spiderman
Tea Lipton, Tapal, Vital Tea
Tech news (web) The Next Web, The Verge, Engadget
Wall paint Nippon Paints, Berger Paints
Weapons Weapons World, Future Weapons,

Weapon Lovers

∗ Except for liking a page, all other activities were performed without liking the respective page. † Blank entries means no interests were inferred.
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D LIST OF INTERACTIONS FOR ACCOUNT 5 AND 6

Table 15. Account 5 and 6 interaction table

Activities∗ Topic Pages interacted † Related Interests (Pakistan) † Unrelated interests (Pakistan) † Related Interests (US) † Unrelated interests (US) †

Page

Baking My Baking Addiction, Baking, Desserts, Baking, Desserts, Food,

like

Dessert Recipes My Baking Addiction My Baking Addiction
City Islamabad Urdu, Multan
Clothing Brands Diners Clothing, Outfitters OUTFITTERS, Outfitter, Diners OUTFITTERS, Outfitter, Diners
Electronics Apple, Samsung Samsung, Apple Inc., Apple, Samsung, Apple Inc., Apple

Multinational corporation,
Conglomerate (company),
Samsung Electronics

Food Food Directory Pakistan, Pakistani Cuisine Pakistani Cuisine
Pakistani Food,

Hotels Marriott Hotel, Avari Hotel Marriott Hotels and Resorts Pakistan, Lahore, Punjab Pakistan Marriott Hotels and Resorts Pakistan, Lahore, Punjab Pakistan
Ramada Hotel Multan, Gross domestic product Multan, Gross domestic product

News Channel Express News CNN, Current events, BBC, CNN, Current events, BBC,
Express News (Pakistan) Express News (Pakistan)

Pizza Domino’s Pizza, Domino’s Pizza, Franchising, Yum! Brands Pizza, Domino’s Pizza, cheese
Pizza Hut, Restaurants Pizza Hut, Italian cuisine

Like/love

Car BMW, Mercedes, Ferrari BMW, Ferrari

react

Cricket Sky Sports Cricket, PTV Cricket PTV Sports
Culture BBC Culture, World Culture Forum Culture, Member states of the United Nations,

Languages of Pakistan, National Language,
Otaku, Japan, Tokyo Otaku Mode, Otaku, Japan, Tokyo Otaku Mode,
Prefectures of Japan Prefectures of Japan

Decor Decor by Ihsan, Everlasting Decor Weddings, Decorative arts, Design
Interior design

Gym UFC Gym, Gym feed, Yoga.com Yoga.com
Perfume Perfume.com, Fragrance Direct Fragrances, Fragrance Direct, Odor

Perfume.com
Personality Mian Nawaz Sharif Prime minister of Pakistan imran khan official Human, Man
University LUMS, NUST, FAST Academic degree Academic degree

Watches Rado, Rolex, Blancpain Blancpain

Positive

AI Assistants Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa, cortana, Amazon Echo, Android (operating system) Amazon Echo, Amazon.com, Siri, Multinational corporation,

Comments

Siri, cortana Artificial intelligence, cortana, Artificial intelligence Android (operating system),
Amazon.com Shopping

Animals Cats and Kittens, Dogs Lovers, Dogs, Cats and Kittens, Mammal Dogs, Kitten, Cats, Cats and Kittens, Mammal
The Rabbit haven Rabbits, Hamster Cats, Rabbits, Hamster

Bikes Harley Davidson, Ducati, Ducati Multistrada, Grand Prix motorcycle, Ducati, Ducati Multistrada, Grand Prix
Ducati, Kawasaki Ducati Monster, KAWASAKI insurance Ducati Monster, KAWASAKI motorcycle racing

V-twin engine, Ducati Apollo, V-twin engine, Ducati Apollo,
Ducati Desmosedici RR, Ducati Desmosedici RR,
Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Kawasaki Heavy Industries,
Ducati Pantah, Ducati 851, Ducati Pantah, Ducati 851,
Ducati MH900e, Motorcycles, Ducati MH900e, Motorcycles
Ducati Desmosedici, Ducati Desmosedici,
Types of motorcycles, Types of motorcycles,
Sport bike Sport bike

Deodorant Axe, Degree, Dove Dove Men+Care, Deodorant Dove (chocolate) Dove Men+Care, Deodorant,
Dove (toiletries)

Furniture IKEA, Liberty Furniture, Furniture, IKEA, Retail, Liberty (department store) Furniture, IKEA, Retail, Liberty (department store)
Stanley Furniture Ready-to-assemble furniture Ready-to-assemble furniture

Medicine Panadol, Medicine, Diazepampillsuk Medicine
Novels Harry Potter, Game of Thrones, Harry Potter, Game of Thrones, London, coming-of-age story, Funny or Die

Warner Bros., Rupert Grint Daniel Radcliffe, Fantasy films, Televisions, Funny or Die
Harry Potter (film series),
Television programme

Scientists Albert Einstein, Issac Newton, Marie Curie, Albert Einstein Marie Curie, Albert Einstein
Marie Curie

Singer AKON, Shakira, Rihanna, Inna Pop music, Shakira, Akon Arts and music, Eurodance Akon, Shakira, Pop music, Eurodance
Popular music, World music Popular music, World music

Studio Coke Studio, Nescafe Basement Coke Studio (Pakistan) 9GAG, Soft drinks, Coke Studio (Pakistan) Soft drinks, Pepsi, 9GAG,
Pepsi battles of bands Haven (TV series), Maribel Verdu, Maribel Verdu, Electronic music

Tech (Software) Google, Facebook, Microsoft Microsoft, Facebook, Online, NASDAQ-100, Dow Jones, Google, Facebook, Online, NASDAQ-100
Google, Social network, Microsoft Developer, Social network,
List of google products, Industrial Average, List of Google products,
Cloud computing Software developer, Cloud computing

Computer hardware

Scroll

Airline PIA, Emirates,
American Airlines

only

Board game Ludo, Chess
Buildings Burj khalifa, World Trade Center World Trade Center, Burj Khalifa
Construction Vinci, Power China, Strabag
Guitar Yamaha, Fender, Gibson Guitars
Online transit Zipcar, Urbvan Zipcar
Ride services Uber, Careem, Lyft
Soap Dettol, Lifebouy
Space exploration NASA, Space X
Superhero Superman, Spiderman
Tea Lipton, Tapal, Vital Tea
Tech news (web) The Next Web, The Verge, Engadget
Wall paint Nippon Paints, Berger Paints
Weapons Weapons World, Future Weapons,

Weapon Lovers

∗ Except for liking a page, all other activities were performed without liking the respective page. † Blank entries means no interests were inferred.
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E LIST OF INTERACTIONS FOR ACCOUNT 7 AND 8

Table 16. Account 7 and 8 interaction table

Activities∗ Topic Pages interacted † Related Interests (Pakistan) † Unrelated interests (Pakistan) † Related Interests (US) † Unrelated interests (US) †

Page

Baking My Baking Addiction, Baking, Desserts, Baking, Desserts, Food,

like

Dessert Recipes, My Baking Addiction My Baking Addiction
City Islamabad Multan
Clothing Brands Diners Clothing, Outfitters OUTFITTERS, Outfitter, Diners OUTFITTERS, Outfitter, Diners
Electronics Apple, Samsung Samsung, Apple Inc., Apple, Samsung, Apple Inc., Apple

Multinational corporation,
Conglomerate (company),
Samsung Electronics

Food Food Directory Pakistan, Pakistani Cuisine Pakistani Cuisine
Pakistani Food,

Hotels Marriott Hotel, Avari Hotel Marriott Hotels and Resorts Pakistan, Lahore, Punjab Pakistan Marriott Hotels and Resorts Pakistan, Lahore, Punjab Pakistan
Ramada Hotel Multan, Gross domestic product Multan, Gross domestic product

News Channel Express News CNN, Current events, BBC, CNN, Current events, BBC,
Express News (Pakistan) Express News (Pakistan)

Pizza Domino’s Pizza, Domino’s Pizza, Franchising, Yum! Brands Pizza, Domino’s Pizza, cheese
Pizza Hut, Restaurants Pizza Hut, Italian cuisine

Like/love

Car BMW, Mercedes, Ferrari Automobiles, Automotive Industry,
BMW, Ferrari, Mercedes-Benz

react

Cricket Sky Sports Cricket, PTV Cricket
Culture BBC Culture, World Culture Forum Culture, Member states of the United Nations,

Languages of Pakistan, National Language,
Otaku, Japan, Tokyo Otaku Mode, Otaku, Japan, Tokyo Otaku Mode,
Prefectures of Japan Prefectures of Japan

Decor Decor by Ihsan, Everlasting Decor Weddings, Decorative arts, Design
Interior design

Gym UFC Gym, Gym feed, Yoga.com Yoga.com
Perfume Perfume.com, Fragrance Direct Fragrances, Perfume.com Odor
Personality Mian Nawaz Sharif Prime minister of Pakistan imran khan official Human, Man
University LUMS, NUST, FAST Lahore University of Management Academic degree

Sciences, LUMS
Watches Rado, Rolex, Blancpain Rolex, Blancpain

Positive

AI Assistants Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa, cortana, Amazon Echo, Android (operating system) Amazon Echo, Amazon.com, Siri, Multinational corporation,

Comments

Siri, cortana Artificial intelligence, cortana, Artificial intelligence Android (operating system),
Amazon.com Shopping

Animals Cats and Kittens, Dogs Lovers, Dogs, Cats and Kittens, Mammal Dogs, Kitten, Cats, Cats and Kittens, Mammal
The Rabbit haven Rabbits, Hamster Cats, Rabbits, Hamster

Bikes Harley Davidson, Ducati, Ducati Multistrada, Grand Prix motorcycle, Ducati, Ducati Multistrada, Grand Prix
Ducati, Kawasaki Ducati Monster, KAWASAKI insurance Ducati Monster, KAWASAKI motorcycle racing

V-twin engine, Ducati Apollo, V-twin engine, Ducati Apollo,
Ducati Desmosedici RR, Ducati Desmosedici RR,
Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Kawasaki Heavy Industries,
Ducati Pantah, Ducati 851, Ducati Pantah, Ducati 851,
Ducati MH900e, Motorcycles, Ducati MH900e, Motorcycles
Ducati Desmosedici, Ducati Desmosedici,
Types of motorcycles, Types of motorcycles,
Sport bike Sport bike

Deodorant Axe, Degree, Dove Dove Men+Care, Deodorant Dove (chocolate) Dove Men+Care, Deodorant,
Dove (toiletries)

Furniture IKEA, Liberty Furniture, Furniture, IKEA, Retail, Liberty (department store) Furniture, IKEA, Retail, Liberty (department store)
Stanley Furniture Ready-to-assemble furniture Ready-to-assemble furniture

Medicine Panadol, Medicine, Diazepampillsuk Medicine
Novels Harry Potter, Game of Thrones, Harry Potter, Game of Thrones, London, coming-of-age story, Funny or Die

Warner Bros., Rupert Grint Daniel Radcliffe, Fantasy films, Televisions, Funny or Die
Harry Potter (film series),
Television programme

Scientists Albert Einstein, Issac Newton, Marie Curie, Albert Einstein Marie Curie, Albert Einstein
Marie Curie

Singer AKON, Shakira, Rihanna, Inna Pop music, Shakira, Akon Arts and music, Eurodance Akon, Shakira, Pop music, Eurodance
Popular music, World music Popular music, World music

Studio Coke Studio, Nescafe Basement Coke Studio (Pakistan) 9GAG, Soft drinks, Coke Studio (Pakistan) Soft drinks, Pepsi, 9GAG,
Pepsi battles of bands Haven (TV series), Maribel Verdu, Maribel Verdu, Electronic music

Tech (Software) Google, Facebook, Microsoft Microsoft, Facebook, Online, NASDAQ-100, Dow Jones, Google, Facebook, Online, NASDAQ-100
Google, Social network, Microsoft Developer, Social network,
List of google products, Industrial Average, List of Google products,
Cloud computing Software developer, Cloud computing

Computer hardware

Scroll

Airline PIA, Emirates,
American Airlines

only

Board game Ludo, Chess Chess
Buildings Burj khalifa, World Trade Center World Trade Center, Burj Khalifa
Construction Vinci, Power China, Strabag
Guitar Yamaha, Fender, Gibson Guitars Fender Musical Instruments

Corporation, Fender Guitar,
amplifier, Bass guitar
Yamaha Corporation

Online transit Zipcar, Urbvan Zipcar
Ride services Uber, Careem, Lyft
Soap Dettol, Lifebouy
Space exploration NASA, Space X
Superhero Superman, Spiderman Spider-Man, DC Comics, Scholastic Corporation

American comic book,
Superman, Superhero,
Kryptonian

Tea Lipton, Tapal, Vital Tea
Tech news (web) The Next Web, The Verge, Engadget
Wall paint Nippon Paints, Berger Paints
Weapons Weapons World, Future Weapons,

Weapon Lovers

∗ Except for liking a page, all other activities were performed without liking the respective page. † Blank entries means no interests were inferred.
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F LIST OF INTERACTIONS FOR ACCOUNT 9 AND 10

Table 17. Account 9 and 10 (Mixed accounts) interaction table

Activities∗ Topic Pages interacted † Related Interests (Pakistan) † Unrelated interests (Pakistan) † Related Interests (US) † Unrelated interests (US) †

Page

Baking My Baking Addiction, My Baking Addiction, My Baking Addiction,

Like

Dessert Recipes Baking, Desserts Baking, Desserts, Food
Electronics Apple, Samsung Samsung, Apple Inc., Apple Samsung, Apple Inc., Apple

Multinational corporation,
Conglomerate (company)

Food Food Directory Pakistan, Pakistani Cuisine Pakistani Cuisine
Pakistani Food

Hotels Marriott Hotel, Avari Hotel Marriott Hotels and Resorts Pakistan, Lahore, Punjab Pakistan, Marriott Hotels and Resorts Pakistan, Lahore, Punjab Pakistan
Ramada Hotel Multan, Gross domestic product, Karachi Multan, Karachi Gross domestic product

Pizza Domino’s Pizza, Domino’s Pizza, Pizza, Italian cuisine, cheese
Pizza Hut Domino’s Pizza, Pizza Hut

University LUMS, NUST, FAST Academic degree, NUST, Lahore University of Foundation (non-profit) Academic degree, NUST, Lahore University of
Management Sciences, National University Management Sciences, National University
of Computer and Emerging Sciences, LUMS of Computer and Emerging Sciences, LUMS

Angry

Car BMW, Mercedes, Ferrari Mercedes-Benz, BMW, Ferrari,

React

Automotive Industry,
Automobiles

Cricket Sky Sports Cricket,
PTV Cricket

Perfume Perfume.com, Fragrances, Fragrance Direct, Odor
Fragrance Direct Perfume.com

Shoes Nike, Borjan Shoes
Watches Rado, Rolex, Blancpain Blancpain

Positive

Animals Cats and Kittens, Dogs, Kitten, Cats, Kitten, Cats,

Comment

Dogs Lovers Rabbits, Hamster, Mammal Rabbits, Hamster, Mammal
Cats And Kittens Cats and Kittens

Bikes Harley Davidson, Ducati, Ducati Multistrada, Grand Prix motorcycle, Ducati, Ducati Multistrada, , Grand Prix
Ducati, Kawasaki Ducati Monster, KAWASAKI insurance Ducati Monster, KAWASAKI motorcycle racing

V-twin engine, Ducati Apollo, V-twin engine, Ducati Apollo,
Ducati Desmosedici RR, Ducati Desmosedici RR,
Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Kawasaki Heavy Industries,
Ducati Pantah, Ducati 851, Ducati Pantah, Ducati 851,
Ducati MH900e, Motorcycles, Ducati MH900e, Motorcycles
Ducati Desmosedici, Ducati Desmosedici,
Types of motorcycles, Types of motorcycles,
Sport bike Sport bike

Deodorant Axe, Degree, Dove Dove Men+Care, Deodorant Dove (chocolate), Brand Dove (toiletries), Dove Men+Care,
Deodorant

Scientists Albert Einstein, Marie Curie, Albert Einstein Marie Curie, Albert Einstein
Issac Newton,
Marie Curie

Singer AKON, Shakira, Pop music, Shakira, Eurodance Akon, Shakira, Pop music, Eurodance
Rihanna, Inna World music, Akon Popular music, World music

Popular music

Negative

AI Assistants, Google Assistant, cortana, Amazon Echo, Android (operating system) Amazon Echo, Amazon.com, Siri, Multinational corporation,

Comment

Shopping Amazon Alexa, Siri, Siri, Artificial intelligence, cortana, Artificial intelligence Android (operating system),
Cortana Amazon.com Shopping

Furniture IKEA, Liberty Furniture, Furniture, IKEA, Liberty (department store), Furniture, IKEA, Liberty (department store),
Stanley Furniture Ready-to-assemble furniture Retail Ready-to-assemble furniture Retail

Novels Game of Thrones, Harry Potter, Game of Thrones, London, coming-of-age story, Harry Potter, Game of Thrones, London, coming-of-age story
Harry Potter Harry Potter (film series), Televisions, Funny or Die Harry Potter (film series), Funny or Die, Televisions

Daniel Radcliffe, Fantasy films, Daniel Radcliffe, Fantasy films,
Television programme, Television programme,
Warner Bros., Rupert Grint Warner Bros., Rupert Grint

Studio Coke Studio, Nescafe Basement Coke Studio (Pakistan) 9GAG, Soft drinks, Pepsi, Coke Studio (Pakistan) Haven (TV series), Pepsi,
Pepsi battles of bands electronic music, Maribel Verdu,

Maribel Verdu, Electronic music
Haven (TV series)

Tech (Software) Google, Facebook, Microsoft, Facebook, Online, NASDAQ-100 Google, List of Google products, NASDAQ-100
Microsoft Google, Social network, Facebook, Online, Social network Multinational corporation

List of google products, Cloud computing
Cloud computing

∗ Except for liking a page, all other activities were performed without liking the respective page. † Blank entries means no interests were inferred.
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